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This study reports on the fmdings of a corpus-based analysis of Korean college
students' use ofEnglish conjunctive adjuncts. Unlike many previous studies that mainly
focused on describing the position and semantic types of conjunctions used by learners
of English, this study examines grammatical errors of conjunctive a매 uncts found in a
leaner corpus that consists of 102,632 words 、~tten by 399 Korean college freshman
students. 깨e main findings of the study can be summariz때 as follows. First, learners
tend to use sentence-initial coordinators even when the sentences before and after the
coordinators are not long enou뱅 to warrant such 띠age. Second, sentence fragments
occur much more frequently than run-on sentences with the 10 most frequent
coniunctive a에 uncts found in the corpus. Finally, learners often add unnecessary
pun때ation marks or omit neces앓ry ones after conjunctive adjuncts, errors which
sometimes make it difficult for readers to understand the text. Al I these errors amount to
the conclusion that many Korean learners of English at the university level lack the
necessary grammatical knowledge ofEnglish conjunctive adjuncts to use them correctly
in academic writing.

1. INTRODUCTION
The present study examines whether or not Korean college students use English
conjunctive adjuncts appropriately according to their grammatical properties, i.e.
coordinating conjunctions, subordinating conjunctions, and conjunctive adverbs. As one of
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the fourtypes of cohesive relation-along with reference, substitution, and ellipsisconjunction greatly affects text cohesion (Halliday & Hasan, 1976); thus, the ability to use
’

coniunctive

a예uncts

correctly in tenns of both fonn and meaning is an important skill for

students to have in order to be able to write academically. However, inappropriate uses of
such conjunctions as and, but, and so , as in (1), can be
writing:

commo띠y obseπed

in students’

1

(1) 1 lived in my hometown for 15 years. Many fashionable b띠ldings are built every
moment. And the city has been bigger and bigger. But traffic problems are same.
까lere

is no change. So my family moved another city last year.

Although the sentences in (1) suggest that leamers are unaware of the coordinating
coniunctions’ graD1ffiatical property that they are to connect two independent clauses, very
few studies have examined the patterns of leamers ’ erroneous use of coniunctive

a이uncts

according to their graD1ffiatical categories. Students also make mistakes with subordinating
conjunctions, e.g. (2), and with conjunctive adverbs, e.g. (3):
(2) However, today ’ s students don ’t want physical activities. Because, facility of
playgrounds is too old.
(3) Seoul has such a wonderful view to watch and feel , however, 1 think it would be
better if one thing can change in my hometown.
Examples such as (1), (2), and (3) clearly show that leamers understand the semantic
difference between the conjunctive

a，에뻐cts

and, but,

sα

because, and however, but lack

the necessary grammatical knowledge to differentiate them as coordinating conjunctions ,
subordinating conjunctions, or conjunctive adverbs, leading them to commit various
punctuation mistakes obseπed in (1), (2), and (3). Based on the observations made above,
this study will investigate the following research questions regarding the conjunctive
adjuncts used by Korean college students:
1.

What conjunctive

a이uncts

are frequently used in essays written by Korean

leamers ofEnglish at the university level?
2.

What are the grammatical errors made by Korean college students in using

those English conjunctive a이uncts?

1

The examples (1), (2), and (3) are from the leamer corpus described in IlI. Method.
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11. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
1. Three Grammatical Categories of Conjunctive Adjuncts
Defining

coψ'unction

as

“ a particular semantic relation which can operate

conjunctively," Hailiday and Hasan (1 976, pp. 230-231) state that there are three 임nds of
coniunctive a，에uncts :

(에

adverbs, e.g. but, sα then, and next, (b) other compound adverbs ,

e.g. 껴rthermore and instead, and prepositional phrases, e.g., on the contrary and in
addition , and (c) prepositional expressions with that or other reference item, e.g. as a
result 0/ that and in spite 0/ that. The problem with these three categories, however, is that

coordinating conjunctions such as but and so 하'e also considered “ adverbs ," together with
bona fide adverbs such as next and껴rthermore. Differentiating the grammatical category
“co매unction"

from the category “ adverb" is of cruciai

import없lce

in academic writing

because not doing so can result in common writing mistakes such as sentence fragments
and run-on sentences, as in (2) and (3) above, respectively.
TABLE 1
Three Grammatical Categories of English ConjuDctive Adjuncts
Examples

Categories
Coordinating
coniunctíons
Subordinating
comunctlons
Co매 unctive

adverbials

fo r, and, nor, but, or, yet, so
although, as, because, bφre， if, lest, once, since, though, until,
unless, when(eveη， whereas, where(ever), while, as soon as, even
though .. .

야eη

additionalψ， 야er al!, also, as a result, however, i.η contrast, consequent~μ
first ... second .. ηnal’\ for example/instance,ψrthermore， in addition,
indeed, inψct， in other words, in sum, likewise, moreoveη nevertheless,
thel1ξfore， on the contraη\ on the other hand, otherwise, similarly ..

As Table 1 shows above, English has two types of conjunctions: coordinating and
subordinating.

Unlike

subordinating

conjunctions, coordinating conjunctions

(or

coordinators) are limited in number: 10η and, no7, but, 07, yet, and so , sometimes referred
to as “ FANBOYS" (Hacker, 2009; Oshima & Hogue, 2006). These seven coordinators can
join two independent clauses to create a compound sentence, e.g., (4)/ conjunctive
adverbials, on the other hand, require a semicolon in order to connect two independent
clauses because adverbials, unlike conjunctions, cannot connect two clauses, e.g., (5):

2

The examples (4) , (5), and (6) are from Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman (1999).
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(4) ηley closed the shop, for there was no other choice.
(5) He tried every means possible; however, he could not steer the boat out of the
storm.
Subordinating conjunctions (아 subordinators), on the other hand, join two clauses
together by connecting a dependent clause to an independent clause, e.g., (6):
(6) When he arrived, a whole crowd came out to see him.

2. Previous 8tudies on Conjunctions
Many studies done on the use of conjunctions have compared the conjunctions used by
native speakers ofEnglish (N Ss) and those used by non-native speakers ofEnglish (NNSs)
in terms of their positions and semantic types (e.g. , Crewe, 1990; Field & Yip, 1992; Kang,
2008; Norment, 1994; Reid, 1992; Yoon, 2006). Kang (2008 , pp. 104-107), for example,
found that Korean learners of English rely heavily on sentence-initial conjunctions (e.g. ,
He was angry.

뀔띤

he smiled.) in their English written discourse, while the native-English

speakers used more interclausal conjunctions (e.g. He was angry,

쁘l

he smiled.). Wh en

writing in their first language, however, the learners used more interclausal conjunctions
than intersentential conjunctions. Likewise, Yoon (2006) found that Korean learners
heavily favored sentence-initial connectors, placing over 95% of the connectors in initial
positions and that they tend to overuse enumerative connectors such as and and in ad찌tion.
Granger and Tyson (1 996) also found that French learners tend to overuse connectors
serving particular functions such as addition (e.g. , moreover), exemplification (e.g. , for
instance and

nameψ')，

and emphasis (e.g. , indeed and of course) but that they hardly use

any connectors showing contrast (e.g. , however and though) or the development of their
argument (e.g. , thenφre and then). As pointed out in the inσoduction， none of these
studies, however, describe the common errors that L2 learners make with the use of
English conjunctive a이uncts according to their gran1ffiatical categories. By investigating
Korean learners' use of coniunctive a이uncts in essays according to gran1ffiatical
classification, this corpus-based study σies to shed light on the problematic areas of L2
learners' use of English conjunctive
applications of its findings.

a，이uncts

and allow for more useful pedagogical
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III.METHOD

1. Corpus Data
Collected in February 2010 , the data analyzed in this study were retrieved from a leamer
corpus consisting of 399 essays written by incoming freshman students
humanities at a university in Seoul. As

p따t

m에 oring

in

of the placement test for mandatory freshman

English classes, the essays were written by students who received their primary and
secondary education in Korea, and their average percentile on the English section of the
Korean Scholastic Aptitude Test (KSAT) was 98. They were given 50 minutes to write an
essay on the following writing prompt, using an

0피ine

writing evaluation program:

Ifyou

could change one important thing about your hometown, what would you change? Use
reasons and specific examples to support your answer. The test was administered in
computer labs on campus, and the students were not allowed to use any dictionaries or
textbooks during the test.
Data were also reσieved from one main category of the Brown Corpus, i.e. , informative
prose, when a comp때son with a native corpus was deemed necessary. Th e Bi'own Corpus
contains about one million words from various genres of written American English in
1961. Of the two main categories contained the Brown Corpus, i.e. informative prose and
imaginative prose, imaginative prose was excluded in this study in order to control genre
sensitivity in the use of sentence-initial coordinators because in literature such as fiction ,
sentence-initial coordinators are likely to be more freely used for a specific effect (Biber,
Johansson, Leech, Conrad & Finegan, 1999), regardless of the length of a sentence. For
the same reason, the subcategories “ popular lore" and “ belles letters" in informative prose
were not included in the analysis. Table 2 shows the overall information ofboth the learner
corpus and the Brown Corpus used in this study. As can be seen in the table , the p따t ofthe
Brown Corpus used in the study contains approximately five tirnes as many words as the
learner corpus.
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TABLE2
OveraU S atistics of the Learner Corpus and the Brown Corpus
Learner corpus
Brown corpus
102,632
6,867
14.95

504,577
25 ,167
20.05
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2. Procedures
Tokens of conjunctions were retrieved from the above two corpora with a
concordancing program called MonoConc Pro 2 .2. In addition, to get overall statistical
data such as the total number of sentences used in each corpus, the WordList function of
another concordancer called Wordsmith 5.0 was used. The first stage of analyzing the
learner corpus was to identify the most frequently

occur미19

conjunctions in the context.

Since some expressions fall into several different word groups (e.g. , before used as a
preposition 때d as a subordinating conjunction), those words had to be double checked. In
P따ticulaζ careful attention was paid to examining the coordinating conjunctions, i.e. and
and but, as they can be used both as a phrase-level and as a clause-level connector. Since a
phrase-level coordinator does not function as a cohesive device , all the tokens of these

coordinators used at the phrase level were excluded from the analysis. After compiling a
frequency list of the conjunctive a여uncts in the learner corpus , the lO most frequently
used conjunctive adjuncts were examined to identify the errors made by Korean college
students-namely, (1) sentence-initial coordinating conjunctions, (2) sentence fragments
and run-on sentences , and (3) punctuation errors.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1. Most Frequently Used Conjunctions in the Learner Corpus
learner corpus contains 5,630 tokens of 71 different types of English conjunctive
a이uncts (see Appendix). As shown in Table 3 bel애; the distribution of the three
categories of conjunctive a이uncts is more or less the same, coniunctive adverbials
πle

accounting for 38%, e.g. , (7), and the other two 31 % each, e.g. , (8) and (9):

(7) 1 think that culture and education are the most important thing. Therefore, 1
want to change culture and education infrasπucture.
(8) As everybody knows, Korea has big problem about estate price.
(9) They don’t have screen doors, so people may accidently fell do빼 to the train
road and be killed.
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TABLE3
Distribution of the Tokens of English Conjunctive Adjuncts in the Learner Corpus
Types
Tokens
Percentage
1,741
1,726
2,163
5,630

6

κm얘 끼

Coordinators
Subordinators
Adverbials
Total
Although there are

rou앙lly

the same

뻐nber

31%
31%
38%
100%

of tokens of coordinators and

subordinators found in the corpus, the fact that there are only six types of coordinators,
compared with 16 subordinators, show that students use coordinators much more
commonly than they use subordinators. Likewise,

althou방1

there are more tokens of

adverbials found in the corpus than those of coordinators and subordinators , the fact that
there are 49 types of adverbials show that students use adverbials much less frequently
than they use coordinators or subordinators. In fact , the average frequency of each of the
types for the three conjUIÍctions decreases dramatically from coordinators to subordinators
to adverbials: 290 for coordinators (1 ,741 tokens divided by 6 types), 108 for
subordinators (1 ,726 tokens divided by 16

ηpes)，

and 44 for adverbials (2 ,163 tokens

divided by 49 tokens). Even a cursory examination of the 10 most frequently used
conjunctions in the leamer corpus explains why there is such a dramatic decrease in
average frequency.
As shown in Table 4 below, and (846 tokens , 15%) occurs most frequently, followed by

so (816 tokens, 14.5%), if(804 tokens, 14.3%) and but (704 tokens, 12.5%). Ofthe 10
conjunctions in the table, two (i. e., and and but) are coordinators, three (i.e. , if, because
and when) subordinators , and four (i.e. , also, for example, first , and however) adverbials.

Th e word so , however, can be used either as a coordinator, e.g., (10), or as an adverbial,
e.g., (11).

(10) It was my frrst πip to Seoul, so 1 was confused of transportation of Seoul.
(11) These days many people are very busy. So, the communication between the
nei앙lbors

is very little.
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TABLE4
T'o p 10 Most Commonly Used EngIishConjunctions in the Learner Corpus
Rank
2
3
4
5

Conjunction

Tokens

Percentage

and

846
816
804
703
386
277
234
158
149
138
4,511

15.0%
14.5%
14.3%
12.5%
6.9%
4.9%
4.1%
2.8%
2.6%
2.4%
80.1%

so

U
but
because
also

6
7

when

8
9

forexample

10

however

first

Total

One notewor야ly observation about the data in Table 4 is that the total tokens of the top

10 coniunctions constitute more than 80% of all the coniunctions used. Given the learners ’
limited language proficiency, however, the hi양1 proportion of the top 10 conjunctions is
understandable. Another noteworthy observation is that the learners tend to use
conjunctions that require syntactically simple sentence sπuctures， i.e. using coordinators
more frequently to make compound sentences rather than using subordinators to make
complex sentences (290 average frequency for coordinators and 108 average frequency for
subordinators ).3
In fact, learners' preference for coordination over subordination is considered p따t ofthe

natural

developmental

process

of interlanguage.

Rutherford (1987) notes that

interlanguage usually reveals “ a tendency early on to rely more heavily on coordination
structure with a gradual shift, as
characteristic of the

le없띠ng

targ앉 l때guage"

progresses, towards the degree of subordination

(p. 51). Several other studies on

interl뻐맹age

also

observed that learners often use and and but as important cohesive devices. Yoon (2006),
for example, has found that and, but, and so were ranked in the top five most commonly
used connectors in Korean students ’ essay writing. Similarly, Tang and Ng (1995) report
that Hong Kong students use and most frequently as an importance cohesive device to

3

This discrepancy becomes even greater if we disregard the complex sentences containing the
subordinator if. The frequent use of if, which is ranked 3rd in the top 10 Iist, can be attributed to
the fact that the essay prompt contains the same subordinator. In many cases, students started
their essay just by copying the c1 ause If you could change one important thing about your
hometown, changing the second person pronouns you and your to the first person pronouns 1 and
my. Thus, it would be interesting to see whether a different set of learner corpus data contains a
comparable number of subordinating conjunctions.
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connect ideas. The overuse of coordination, however, can make the text sound
monotonous and sometimes make it more difficult for the reader to follow the main ideas.
As subordination makes for “ a more mature, interesting, and

efI농ctive w꺼ting

general (Oshima & Hogue, 1991 , p. 165), a well-balanced use

ofv때ous

necess없y

style" in

coniunctions is

for creating a more diverse and sophisticated text.

2. Errors with Conjunctive Adjuncts
1) Sentence-initial Coordinating Conjunctions

m야le leamer corp뼈，

sentence-initial coordinating conjunctions occur frequent1y. As

shown in examples (1 2) and (13) below, Korean leamers tend to

be밍n

a sentence with a

coordinator:
(12) Usually Korea

sch。이s’

playground is designed to play soccer. But there are

many people who want to play baseball. And we have the right to play baseball
like people' right who want to play soccer.
(13) In my hometown, there are so many apartments, schools, and another nonenvironmental facility. And, there are so many people in my small hometown.
So, our hometown needs lots of environmental facility and lots of resting area.
People want to rest outside. And they need clean hometown.
Table 5 gives overall figures and the percentage of the two main coordinators and and
but in reference to their positions. The coordinator so , which is ranked second in the

frequency order, is not included in the analysis since it can be used as an adverb as well as
a coordinator. As shown in Table 5 below, slightly more than 46% of the total tokens of
and and over 66% of but are used in sentence-initial position.

TABLE5
Sentence-InitialAnd and But in the Learner Corpus
And

Sentence initial
Between clauses
Total

But

Tokens

Percentage

Tokens

Percentage

390
456
846

46.1%
53.9%
100%

469
234
703

66.7%
33.3%
100%

Admittedly, one can argue that leamers ’ use of sentence-initial coordinating
co띠unctions

should not be regarded as errors since native speakers of English also use

JungW;없1
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them in writing. Indeed, there seems to be a discrepancy between prescriptive grammar
and descriptive grammar. Althou.방1 a sentence-initial coordinating conjunction is usually
considered prescriptively ungrammatical, Trimble (1975 , p, 85) argues that a rule such as
“ never begin a sentence with and or buf’ is nothing more than a “ superstition." Following
the same vein, Allen (2008) writes as follows: “πlere is a persistent belief that it is wrong
to begin a sentence with and, but the practice will be found in literature from Anglo-Saxon
times onwards , especially as an aid to continuity in narrative and dialogue" (p. 52).
Similarly, the Longman Grammar of Spoken and Written English (Biber et al., 1999)
states that, although the individual proportion of the frequencies varies, sentence-initial
coordinators are quite frequently found in all four registers (i.e. , conversation, fiction,
news , and academic prose) and further explains that “ sentence-initial coordinators often
occur at paragraph boundaries, where they create a marked etIect" (p. 84).
Sentence length is likely to be another factor that influences NSs’ decision to use a
sentence-initial coordinator, especially in academic prose, where it is empirically least
common. In other words , native speakers seem to begin a sentence with and or but when a
preceding independent clause is too long. Although “ long" is rather vague, sentences over
30 words or more are usually considered long. Technical Writing 쩌Ile (n.d.) provides the
following guideline on sentence len윌h:
The ideal sentence length for technical writing is somewhere between 15 and 20
words ... Sentences that are 30 words or more can lead to confusion and a lack of
cl따ity; thus, it is always better to split long sentences into two or more chunks, or,
alternatively, you can create a list to convey this information in a clear manner.

To ascertain the relationship between the use of sentence-initial coordinators and the
of a sentence, the informative prose of the Brown Corpus, excluding popular lore
and belles lettre, was examined. The :fi이lowing are examples of the sentence-initial
len방1

coordinators and and but retrieved from the Brown Corpus:
(14) In college libraries, 57 per cent ofthe total number ofbooks are owned by 124
of9 institutions surveyed last year by the U. S. Office ofEducation. And over 66
percent of the elementary schools with 150 or more pupils do not have any
library at all.

(1 5) They may be unaware of the existence of lower-class values and consequently
fail to take them into account. But there is very little frank and conscious
espousal of the interests of any one social class by the people who have the
power to make decisions in education.
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As Table 6 shows below, the average length of the preceding and follo뻐ng independent
c1 auses of both and and but is about 21 words in the Brown Corpus, which is within the

range ofthe “ ideal" length. lf these c1 auses were connected by and or but, the result then
would be compound sentences over 40 words, which is not recommended by the above
guideline on sentence length.
TABLE6
Average Length of Independent Clauses before and after And and But in the Brown Corpus
and the Learner Corpus
Brown corp매S
And

IC before coordinator
2 1.02
IC after coordinator
2 1. 4
Note. IC refers to an independent c1 ause.

Learner corpus

But
2 1.5

A nd

12.7

But
11. 6

2 1.4

11. 0

11. 5

The average length of the compound sentences containing and or but in the Brown
Corpus is also within the recommended standard, i.e. , 29.5 and 30.6 words, respectively.
까ÙS
띠

fmding indicates that native speakers are well aware ofthe reasonable sentence length

writing. They tend to avoid making a long compound sentence containing and or but of

over 30 words , which can cause difficulty for readers to process the sentence. lnstead, they
prefer to split a long compound sentence into two reasonable-Iength independent c1 auses
by using an initial coordinator.
Korean learners’ frequent use of a sentence-initial coordinating conjunction, however,
seems to be problematic from the descriptive standpoint as well. lnitial coordinators in the
learner corpus neither function as an initiator to draw special attention nor separate a long
sentence. As shown in Table 6, the average

len야1

of independent clauses before and after

the coordinating conjunctions in the learner corpus is far too short, approximately 12
words. The use of initial coordinators thus seems to have derived from students' lack of
knowledge in the granlIDatical properties of coordinating conjunctions.
2) Sentence Fragments and Run-on Sentences
A second type of errors

띠V이ving

conjunctive adjuncts commonly found in the learner

corpus was sentence fragments. As shown in Table 7 below, fragments occurred with the
subordinator because and the adverbial for example. Because occurred with sentence
fragments quite frequent1y as 150 of the 386 tokens of because (39%) introduced
fragments , separating the dependent c1 ause containing the subordinator because from the
main c1ause by putting a full stop in between, e.g. , (16) and (17):
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(16) If 1 could change one important thing about my hometown, 1 would change
"Communication." Because my hometown’s communication is poor.
(17) Last but not 1east, p1ayground may be essentia1

p따ts

of chi1dren to growing.

Physical activity he1ps chi1dren having a ri양1t thinking of life. However, today ’s
students don't want physica1 activities. Because, faci1ity of p1aygrounds is too
old.
As shown in the examp1es above, Korean 1earners tend to use the subordinator because
as a conjunctive adverb. They seem to be unaware of its grantmatica1 category and
properties.

π1e

inappropriate use of the comma after because in (17) a1so shows their

misunderstanding about its category. Presumab1y, the sentence fragments containing
because can be attributed to interference from 1earners' mother tongue. Since the word
because in Korean is used as an adverb, it is 1ikely that Korean 1earners of Eng1ish

consider it a conjunctive adverb. 4 π1Ìs assumption is supported by the fact that sentence
fragments were not found in either of the other two subordinating conjunctions in the top
10 1ist, i.e. , if and when , which are used as a conjunctive bound morpheme in Korean.
TABLE7
Sentence Fragments and Run-on Sentences in tbe Learner Corpus
Fragments
Tokens

Percentage

Run-on sentences
Tokens

Percentage

150 (386)
38.9%
N/A
16 (158)
10.1%
N/A
9 (138)
N/A
N/A
3 (277)
N/A
N/A
30.5%
12 (415)
166 (544)
Total
Note. The nurnbers in parentheses represent the total number oftokens.
because

forexample
however
also

N/A
N/A
6.5%
1.1’i

2.9%

Sentence fragments a1so occurred with the adverbia1for example. Ofthe 158 tokens of
for example , 16 tokens (10 .1%) were used inappropriate1y, as shown in (1 8) and (1 9)

be1ow:

(1 8) Most ofbus go to the Y University. For example, 1200 때d 7727.

4

Unlike because, although occurred with a fragment only in 5 ofthe 54 tokens (9 .3%), e.g. (i), in
which the subordinator is used more like a coniunctive adverbial such as however:
(i) 1 have spent my life in several cities , and have visited numerous countries. Altbougb,
my hometown is, 1 could say, Busan. 1 was bom there, and my parents were bom there.
As with because, however, there is also a high probability of negative σansfer from Korean as
many English-Korean dictionaries translate although and however into the same words geu-reona 때d ha-ji-man.
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diff농rent

없r
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Seo띠.
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So, Daegu's many

from Seoul which 1 live in now. For example, language

accent, weather, transportation, food, etc.
Although sentence fragments can be easily corrected by putting appropriate punctuation
marks such as a comma or a semicolon between the c1 auses , these errors are not simply a
matter of punctuation but are derived from insufficient knowledge of different
grammatical categories of English conjunctive adjuncts. Therefore, it is crucial to help the
leamers gain accurate information about each of the three category of English conjunctive
adjuncts.
A third type of error involving the use of conjunctive a<이uncts is a run-on sentence ,
which refers to a sentence in which two or more independent c1auses . or complete
sentences are joined without appropriate punctuation or a còordinating conjunction, e.g.

(20) and (21):
(20) Seoul has such a 'wonderful view to watch and feel , however, 1 think it would be
better if one thing can change in my hometown.

(21) Nowadays, Incheon is becoming a global city by

h이ding

several intemational

events, also lots of countries all over the world started to focusing on
development of Incheon.
As Table 7 shows above, 9 ofthe 138 tokens of however (6.5%) and 3 ofthe 277 tokens
of also (1.1 %) were mistakenly used as coordinating conjunctions, directly connecting two
independent c1 auses. 5 Students seem to have identified the adverb however with the
coordinator but and the adverb also with the coordinator and. Presumably, the semantic
similarities between the two pairs, especially between however and but, led the leamers to
use them interchangeably without paying attention to their grammatical category. As with
the fragments , these errors are not just a matter of incorrect punctuation, although they are
easily rectified by using proper punctuation marks. Since these mistakes demonstrate
Korean leamers' lack of grammatical knowledge on English conjunctive a이uncts， it is
necessary to teach them their gra<mmatical properties before telling them how to correct the
errors. 6

5

6

6 of the 64 tokens of then (7%) also occurred in run-on sentences, e.g. (i) , although only one of
the 110 tokens of the.κφre occurred in a run-on sentence, in (ii):
(i) 1 Iived all my Ii fe there, therefore Busan means so much to me.
(ii) Teachersjust say ” Learn it! ”, then students have to do it and can’t say their opinion.
Lending further support to the argument that students consider however, as well as then, as
coordinators , not as adverbs, is the fact that they were also used to connect two noun phrases ,
e.g. (i), and two verb phrases , (ii):
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3) Punctuation Errors

The fact that sentence fr:맺잊nents and run-on sentences can be easily corrected simply by
changing a punctuation mark, however, demonstrates the importance of learning how to
use punctuation marks such as the period and the comma appropriately. Therefore, it .can
be argued that the ability to use English conjunctive adjuncts correctly also entails the
knowledge of proper punctuation. Not surprisingly, the learner corpus contains a
considerable number of punctuation errors, which can be

rou방ùy

categorized into two

groups-addition, e.g. , (22), and omission, e.g. , (23):
(22) a. But, most people use cars.
b. Because, 1 have to find the way in person.
(23) a. 1 met many good friends in those years (ø) but 1 was s파prised that all they
have no real dreams in their life.
b. If the population increases (ø) the education forceincreases.
c. However (ø) there is also the student who needs additional explanation
about the text.
As Table 8 shows below, learners made omission errors (27.8%) much more frequently
than they made addition

eπors

problematic because “ sentence

(1.9%). Ofthe two types of errors, omission seems more
p따ts

can collide into one another unexpectedly, causing

misunderstandings" (Hacker, 2009, p. 270).7
TABLE8
Punctuation Errors Found in the Learner corpus
Addition
Tokens

Percentage

Omission
Tokens

Coordinators
47 (1 ,719)
510 (1 ,719)
2.7%
Subordinators
2.8%
40 (1 ,424)
85 (\, 424)
Adverbials
0(\ ,368)
0.0%
660 (1 ,368)
87 (4 ,511)
1.9%
1,255 (4,511)
Total
Note. The numbers in parentheses represent the total number oftokens.

7

Percentage
29.7%
6.0%
48.2%
27.8%

(i) Kimhae is small town, however comfortab1e place to Iive.
(ii) (ii) I wake up early then go to blS StopOfthe 535 tokens of however and the 171 tokens offor example found in the Brown Corpus,
however without a comma occurred only once andfor example only twice.
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V. CONCLUSION AND PEDAGOGICAL IMP Ll CATIONS
A close examination of the 10 most frequent conjunctive

a이uncts

found in 399 essays

written by Korean college students reveals several types of errors that derive from
students’ lack of grammatical knowledge of English conjunctive

a이uncts.

First, students

often start a sentence with a coordinator even when the independent clauses before or after
the coordinators are not long enou양1 to warrant such usage. More specifically, NSs tend to
use initial coordinators when the independent clauses before and after the coordinators are
longer than 20 words in length. However, students use sentence-initial coordinators even
when the clauses are only about 12 words in length.
Second, errors such as sentence fragments and run-on sentences are commonly found
with the subordinator because and the adverbial however, respectively. Students often
misuse the subordinator because as an adverb and the adverb however as a coordinator.
Althou뱅

both types of errors are easily corrected by using correct punctuation marks , they

should be seen more as the leamers’ failure to distinguish grammatical differences among
the three types of conjunctions. In terms of punctuation errors, leamers committed
omission errors much more frequentIy than they committed addition errors.

The errors involving the use of English conjunctive

a이uncts

reported in this study

amount to the conclusion that many Korean learners of English at the university levellack
the necessary granunatical knowledge of English conjunctive

a，이uncts

to use them

correctIy in academic writing. In other words, they know the meaning of the coordinator

but and the adverb however as adversative conjunctive elements but do not understand the
grammatical differences between the two. This lack of granunatical knowledge eventually
leads them to use those conjunctive adjuncts interchangeably. Likewise, they know what

because means but are unaware of its grammatical category as a subordinator, thereby
making a fragment mistake.

Jung Wan Yoon &
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Considering the current educational settings in Kore a. which mainly focus òn teaching
receptive skills of language such as reading and listening, the gap between the semantic
and the grammatical knowledge is understandable.

Althou방1

there has been a growing

interest in productive skills since the emergence of the communicative language teaching
approach, writing is still the most neglected area in English classrooms in most Korean
secondary schools. As a result, students do not receive explicit instruction on how to use
the three types of conjunctive adjuncts appropriately: it is usually

throu맹

reading that

Korean students learn English conjunctive adjuncts. In fact, reading comprehension
questions, such as the one in Figure 1, are the main source of their learning the use of
cOI\Í unctive

a이uncts. πlÍs

type of reading practice provides the learners with chances to

veri fY their semantic knowledge of conjunctive

a에uncts.

As is evident in the proceeding

discussion ofthe errors involving the use of conjunctive a이uncts found the learner corpus,
however, the ability to identi fY the semantic relations does not always enable them to use
En링ish

coniunctive a며uncts properly in their writing.
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More explicit instruction on the use of English conjunctive adjuncts can help raise
students' awareness of their grammatical properties. For example, teachers can provide
students with exercises that require them to create sentences using

diff농rent

types of

conjunctive adjuncts, such as compound sentences containing coordinators or adverbs and
complex sentences containing subordinators. In addition, teachers can use conjunction
errors found in learner corpora as a source of their instruction, asking students to fmd the
mistakes and correct them by using appropriate punctuation. Wh atever form the
instruction of the correct use of conjunctive
that

뼈

a에uncts

takes, however, it should be noted

ultimate goal of instruction on the use of English conjunctive

a이uncts

is to help

L2 learners create a cohesive and coherent text.
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APPENDIX
Frequency List of Conjunctions Used in the Leamer Corpus

No.

Word

Tokens.

No.

Word

and

846

25

even though

24

2

so

816

26

in conclusion

23

3

f

804

27

moreover

22

4

but

703

28

for instance

21

5

because

386

29

in addition

21

6

also

277

30

while

21

7

when

234

31

as a result

19

8

forexample

158

32

though

19

9

first

149

33

finally

17

10

however

138

34

껴trthermore

17

11

ther，야 re

110

35

infact

14

12

second

85

36

or

14

13

then

84

37

firstly

11

14

as

72

38

whenever

11

15

although

54

39

even if

10

16

ofcourse

54

40

next

8

17

actually

50

41

besides

7

18

smce

48

42

lastly

7

19

last

39

43

above all

6

20

after

30

44

b얻fore

6

21

still

30

45

in other words

6

22

third

29

46

instead

6

23

secondly

27

47

mostofall

6

24

thus

25

48

tosum up

6

Tokens
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No.

Word

49

yet

50

Tokens

No.

Word

6

61

for

2

additionally

5

62

thi1i씨/

2

51

on the other hand

5

63

indeed

2

52

in short

4

64

ingeneral

2

53

anyway

3

65

until

2

54

consequently

3

66

wherever

2

55

nevertheless

3

67

as a matter offact

56

to begin with

3

68

fourth

57

to conclude

3

69

hence

58

that is

3

70

in contrast

59

unless

3

71

on the contrary

60

first andforemost

2

Tokens

Applicable levels: tertiary education
Key words: learner corpus, conjunctions, conjunctive adverbs, fragrnents , run-on sentences,
punctuatlOß
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